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MOHAWK NON CÉDÉ?

Montreal City Hall has recently recognized the lsland of Montreal as unceded Mohawk Terrítory. For
Kahnawà:ke, this recognition marks a first step in the transformatíon of our relationship, opening the
door to reconciliation- For the first time in a very long time, we are not be¡ng trËãted as forgotten
people.

ln a series of articles that were recently published, La PrÊsse considers the controversy surrounding
the
Cïty of Montreal's position- To shed light on this issue, the newspaper chose to híghlight
the positions of
four non-lndigenous historians, with two of these historians directly questbning the historic presence
of
Mohawks on the lsland of Montreal, However, Lä Presse, did not think to contect the Mohawk Nation,
to call upon Mohawk and lndigenous oral history experts or to include a crit¡cal perspective to shed light
on the other side of a debate that has significant conseguences that go beyond the realm of academía.
The Kanien'kehá:ka {Mohawk} Nation is the guardian of the eastern door to the vast territory
of the Six

Natisns that form the lroquois Confederacy. The northern pðrt of our territory e)cends beyond the
lsland of Montreal. along the Saint Lawrence River. Archaeological digs demonstrate Mohawk presence
across this territory, including in the regions of Quebec City, Soref, Trois-Rivière, ðnd even Gaspésie.
To

the south, our lands extend through the State of New York, from the Hudson rivers to the west, frorn
the Genesee to thÉ East. On this territory, generations of Kanien'kehá:ka buílt villages, hunted,
cultivated the land, fished, forged alliances and diplomatic relations, held councils, concluded treaties,
lead military campaigns and maíntained a complex network of social, economic and political relations
âmong clans, communit¡es and Nations. On the lsland of Montreal, Otsira'kè:ne
{or "Hochelaga,,t which
means where the large Council fire burns in Kanien'kéha, was one such site of convergence where Chiefs

from different Nðtions met around the fire.

ln order to continue to exist as Mohawk peoples and to assert our r¡ght to self-determínation, our
r'Ye must act w¡th¡n a legal framework that has served to consolidate the nonindigenous systems of power over our lands. A framework th¡t does not reflect or reflects very little of
our legal tred¡tions, oral history, knowledge systems, but that nevertheless frames the public discourse
around our rights.
culture and our language,

Within this system, the recognition of sur ríghts requires the demonstration of our past presence on the
terr¡tory at the moment of first contact with Europeãns, to establ¡sh aboriginal rights, and from the
moment of affìrmation of European sovereígnty for the establishment of aborig¡nal title. ln a legal and
socíal context that accords little weight to our oral history we have the burden to demonstrate our pasl

presence through ancient written texts that documented our presence from the perspective that the
new migrants had on our åncestors.
For several decades, the historic Fresence of the Mohawk Nation in the Saint Lawrence Valley has been
under concerted attack in Quebec academic circles, led notably by supporters of the Saint Lawrence
lroquois theory, including historians Denys Delage end Alain Beaulieu that have championed this theory.
This version of history arose from non-lndigenous academic circles, and is, in essence, a contemporary

versicn of the terro nullius ("no mãn's land"l doctrine that was used to justifu the appropriation of
lndigencus lands by European powers.
As the mysterious "disappeared peoples" that Cartier met

¡nd that could not be found at the moment
that champlain arrived, the lroquois of the S¡int Lawrence, according to the fans of this theory were
"similar but distinct" on the cultural and linguistic fronts to the Hurons and lroquois that were present
on the tenitory, and this, in spite of the åncestral links established hy the oral history of our nations. The
supposed abandonrnent of the territory by these groups, considered as disappeared, justifies the
appropriation of territory by European powers in the eyes of colonial legal systems. According to this
version of history, when the Mohawks return to establish themselyes on the south shore of Montreal
after the peace treaty oî L667, it ¡s at the invitation of the French and as "immigrants", to employ the
term used by Mr. Delage and Beaulieu.

Migrant peoples or disappeared peoples, the fictíon of the absence of tndigenous peoples on the
territory continues to be invoked in euebec to just¡fr, and perpetuate the díspossession and imposition
of non-lndigenous governments on our lands. Behind this theory constructed nebulously on historical
uncertainties, the agenda could not be clearer: the negation of continuous lndigenous presence, in this
case, fvlohawk, in order to undermine the credibility of historic territorial assertions. This is
demonstrated by the opinions of Mr. Delage and Beaulieu, who do not hes¡tate to venture outs¡de of
their areas of expertise to make pronouncements on the existence ¿nd nature of Mohawk r¡ghts to the
terr¡tory of the lsland of Montreal. lt is certainly not within their purview to make pronouncements on
such complex legal guestions.

From their ivory towers and euro-cEntric perspectíve. M. Beaulieu and M. Delage do not hesitate to
fasten themselvÊs as experts in Mohawk and Algonquin oral history and authorize themselves to use
and interpret the chosen fragments cf that history for their own purposes. They are therefore part of

the academ¡c trad¡t¡on that is characterized by the domination of western knowledge systenrs, Even
toda¡ these so called non-lndigenous "experts" c{rnserve the monopoly on the interpretation of our
histories, of our treat¡es and of cur political, diplomatic and economic choices. La presse's choice to
exclude the Mohawk perspective from a debate that has heavy implicat¡ons for our rights and selfdetermination is just another example of this deplorable tendency.

The interpretation of historical and archaeological sources has never been neutral or objective,
especially since these disciplines are in constant evolut¡on, which obliges researchers to think critically
about past research methods and conclusions. However, in euebec, â version of history founded on the

of the political, diplomatic, cultural presence of our societies on the territory continues to
dom¡nðte. lf these versions ¿llows the Quebec population to d¡ssociâte themselves from the
responsibility for the dispossession of our territory, this truncated version of history does not advance
neÊðt¡on

reconciliation between our peoples. More than ever, the oral history of First Nat¡ons is essential to shed
light on our shared history. lt ¡s nû longer acceptable in today's context to exclude their rightful place in
any public debate surrounding the rights and self{etermínation of tndigenous peoples.
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